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PNPtouo~n’] is the class of languages recognizable by deterministic polynomial time 
machines that make O(logn) queries to an oracle for NP. Our main result is that if there 
exists a sparse set SENP such that co-NPc NPS, then the polynomial hierarchy (PH) is 
contained in PNPcoc’osn)l. Thus if there exists a sparse <:-complete set for NP, 
PH E PNPto(‘agn)l. We show that this collapse is optimal by showing for any function f(n) 
that is o(log n), there exists a relativized world where NP has a sparse < f-complete set and 
yet pwO~loE~u g p NP[fln)l. We also discuss complete problems for PNPtouok”)l and show 
languages related to the optimum solution size of Clique and K-SAT are <E-complete. In 
related research, we investigate when the class of languages < E-reducible to a set C equals 
PC[ouosn)l. We obtain results that allow us to prove that if DP is closed under complementa- 
tion then pNP[O(lo~n)l = DP, 6 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The class of languages accepted by deterministic polynomial time machines that 
make O(log n) queries to an oracle for NP is a subclass of d! (PNP). We call this 
class PNPcO(‘ogn)l. This class was first considered by Papadimitriou and Zachos in 
[22]. Many of the languages related to optimum solution sizes of NP optimization 
problems are members of P NPCO(‘ogn)l. UOCLIQUE, the set of graphs with one 
clique containing more vertices than all the other cliques of the graph, is one exam- 
ple of such a language. A binary search using O(log n) queries can determine the 
maximum clique size; one more query can determine uniqueness of the optimum 
clique. P NPCO(‘ogn)l is the class that captures this technique of binary search over 
polynomially many NP questions. 
This paper presents results concerning P NPCO(log”)l. Our main result relates 
PNPCo(‘og n)l to the study of sparse oracles for NP. We prove that if co-NP 5 NPS, 
where SE NP and sparse, then the polynomial time hierarchy (PH) collapses to 
PNPCo(‘ogn)l. As a corollary, we can conclude that if NP has a sparse < F-complete 
set, then PH _c PNPCo(‘og”)l. Th’ IS s h arpens Mahaney’s result that the existence of a 
sparse 6 ;-complete set for NP implies PH c PNP [ 193. 
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This result is somewhat surprising since we show that the languages in the PH 
can be accepted without enumerating the strings in the sparse oracle-which would 
almost certainly require polynomially many queries. Instead, we need only compute 
the census function of the sparse oracle, and this can be done by binary search with 
O(log n) queries. 
PNPCo”ogn’l turns out to be a class with many different natural definitions. 
Hemachandra, using essentially the same census function technique as we use in 
this paper, has shown the surprising result that PNPCo”ogn)l equals the class of 
languages polynomial time truth-table reducible to SAT [9]. Equivalently, it is the 
class of languages accepted by deterministic polynomial time machines that make 
parallel queries to an oracle for SAT, that is, machines that write down their (poly- 
nomially many) queries before getting any answers back. A variety of other classes 
defined in different ways have also been shown to coincide with PNPto”ogn’l [26, 4, 
see also 11. The census function technique of this paper can also be used to prove 
many of these equivalences. These alternative characterizations include the class of 
languages deterministic log-space Turing reducible to NP and the classes of 
languages reducible to NP via various restricted truth-table reducibilities. 
It is important to keep in mind that PNP and PNPro”ogn’J are classes of languages 
and not classes of functions. Krentel [ 161 has shown that for the corresponding 
function classes FPNP and FPNPro”ogn’l, 
FpN” = FpN”fo(“xn)l j p = Np, 
While our result along with Krentel’s seems temptingly close to comprising a proof 
that a sparse d F-complete set for NP implies P = NP, the collapse of the language 
classes PNP and PNPro(‘ogn’l d oes not imply the collapse of the function classes. 
Krentel has shown that there are relativized worlds for which PNP = PNPro”o~n’l 
and FPNP # FPNPCo”ogn’l [ 163. 
We take this a step further and show that the collapse to PNPro@gn’l is optimal 
in the sense that there are relativized worlds where the collapse goes no lower. 
Specifically we show that for any function f(n) that is o(logn), there exists a 
recursive oracle B such that NPB has a sparse f F-complete set (implying 
PHBc [pB]NPBCO”wOl ), but [PB]NPBCo”ogn’l & [PB]NPBC.f’n’l. Hence for results 
that relativize, we now know the limits of the collapse caused by the existence of 
sparse 9 T-complete sets for NP. 
Recall that for <z-reducibility, Mahaney has shown that the existence of a 
sparse < L-complete (or hard) set for NP implies that P = NP [ 193. Since both 
Mahaney’s result and the collapse to PNPco”oe”‘l relativize, we have a clear distinc- 
tion between the effects of a sparse < $ -complete set and a sparse < F-complete set. 
We also study d z-complete sets for PNPC0”ogn)7. We present two complete 
languages related to uniqueness of solutions to NP-complete optimization 
problems: UOCSAT and a variant of UOCLIQUE. UOCSAT is the language of 
CNF Boolean formulas with the property that all the assignments that satisfy the 
maximum number of clauses satisfy the same clauses. 
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In related research, we consider the question of which sets C have the property 
that PCCO(lognJ1 is equal to the class of languages that are polynomial time 
many-one reducible to C. We give a partial answer to this question by showing 
that sets that have “logical” combining functions have the property. Using this 
result, we show that if the class DP is closed under complementation, then 
pWO(h n)l = DP. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume the reader is familiar with oracle machines, oracle computations, and 
the classes P, NP, and the PH [lo, 241. 
DEFINITION. For any set C, NPC is the class of languages accepted by nondeter- 
ministic polynomial time oracle machines using C as an oracle. 
DEFINITION. For any set C, PC is the class of languages accepted by deter-, 
ministic polynomial time oracle machines using C as an oracle. 
L <;CoLEPc 
DEFINITION. PCCo(“‘gn)J is the subset of PC that is accepted by machines that 
make at most O(log n) queries for all inputs of size n (in this paper, all logs are 
taken base 2), 
L d &o(,og n), c 0 L E PccouOg n)J. 
DEFINITION, For any function x Pee’(“)’ is the subset of PC that is accepted by 
machines that make at most f(n) queries for all inputs of size n. 
DEFINITION. For any integer constant k, PcCkl is the subset of PC that is 
accepted by machines that make at most k queries for all inputs. 
DEFINITION. For any set C, m - 1 [C] is the class of languages that are polyno- 
mial time many-one reducible to C, 
L <E CoLEm-l[C]. 
Since queries to an oracle for any NP language can be translated into queries for 
a SAT oracle, PNP = PSAT. W e use these terms as synonyms. We also use the terms 
pNPCO(h n)l and pS*TCO(h n)l as synonyms. 
For any finite set C, we write I/ CI( for the cardinality of C. 
For any string x, we write 1x1 for the length of x. 
For any set of strings C, C=” and CG” are the sets of strings in C of length n and 
of length less than or equal to n, respectively. 
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For any set of strings C, the census function of C, Census,(n), is the number of 
strings in C of length less than or equal to n. A set is sparse if its census function 
is bounded by a polynomial. 
For any two sets B and C, the disjoint union of B and C, written B@ C, is the 
set {lx~x~B}u(Oy(y~C}. 
If a language L is in PSAT[O(‘ogn)l, then there exists a constant k and a deter- 
ministic polynomial time oracle Turing machine M such that L( MS*=) = L, and for 
all inputs x and oracles C, MC(x) makes at most k log ( x ) queries. Given x, we can 
map out M’s query behavior on x in polynomial time-without access to any 
oracle. We can simulate M on x trying both possible answers to each query and see 
whether M accepts or rejects with each sequence of query answers. 
The query behavior of M on x can be represented by a query tree. A query tree 
is a binary tree with query strings for internal nodes and leaves that are labeled 
either ACCEPT or REJECT. The left branch from a node, y, leads to a node that 
describes MS behavior if the oracle answer to q is “no.” Thus if the next query M 
would ask is q’, the left child of q would be labeled q’. If an answer of “no” to q 
would make M reject or accept without any more queries, the left child of q would 
be a leaf labeled accordingly. The right child of q similarly describes the behavior 
of M if the answer to q is “yes.” Since M asks only O(log n) queries, the height of 
the tree is @log n), and the number of nodes is bounded by a polynomial in the 
length of X. 
We say a path from the root to a leaf is an accepting path if the leaf is labeled 
ACCEPT. A path is a rejecting path if it ends at a leaf labeled REJECT. There may 
be many accepting paths and many rejecting paths in the tree for M(x), but there 
is only one path from the root to a leaf for which all the queries are answered 
correctly (relative to a particular oracle). This path is called the valid path. MSAT(x) 
accepts if and only if the valid path (relative to SAT) is an accepting path. 
From the preceding discussion, it should be clear that the following theorem is 
true. 
THEOREM 2.1. The set 
Tlog gf { T # ’ ) T is u query tree of SAT queries of height d log n, 
and the validpath of T is an accepting path} 
is <; -complete for PNPCouog “‘I. 
3. SPARSENESS RESULTS 
Much research has been focused on questions about sparse sets and NP. One of 
the major areas of concern is whether NP or co-NP is reducible to a sparse set 
under any of the standard polynomial time reducibilities. For Turing reducibilities, 
the results in this area show that the existence of a sparse Turing-hard set implies 
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that the PH collapses. The depth of the collapse varies depending on the assump- 
tions made about the complexity of the sparse set and the power of the Turing 
reducibility (deterministic or nondeterministic). 
For nondeterministic Turing reducibility, a result by Yap implies that if there 
exists a sparse S with co-NP s NPS, then PH c Cy n Z7; [28]. 
Turning to deterministic Turing reducibility, Meyer made an important connec- 
tion by showing that there exists a sparse S such that NP E Ps if and only if there 
exist polynomial size circuits for every language in NP. This result appears in [2]. 
Using the circuit formulation, Karp, Lipton, and Sipser showed that if there 
exists a sparse S with NP c P”, then PH E XT n Z7: [ 151. 
Mahaney took things a step further by proving that if the sparse oracle is itself 
a set in NP, then the PH collapses down to dg (PSAT). His proof involves showing 
that a PSAT machine can actually enumerate (write down) the strings in the oracle 
set [19]. 
Long generalized Mahaney’s result by showing that if the oracle set is anywhere 
in A;, the the collapse occurs down to A ;. Long’s theorem relies on the fact that 
if there exists a sparse oracle in AT, then all the relevant strings in the oracle up 
to a certain length can be enumerated by a PSAT machine [IS]. 
Hence both Long’s and Mahaney’s results depend upon enumerating the strings 
of the oracle set with algorithms that make polynomially many queries. 
We show that if there is a sparse SENP such that co-NP E NPS (which is a 
weaker assumption than NP E P”), then there is no need to enumerate the oracle 
in order to prove that the PH collapses. Instead, the census function of the sparse 
oracle is all that is needed, and that can be computed-by binary search-with 
O(log n) queries. Therefore the PH collapses to PSATCouogn)l. 
The proof uses two applications of a technique called oracle replacement. Let N, 
be an NPB machine. If we have two NPC machines, one that accepts B and one 
that accepts B, then we can construct an NPC machine N2 such that 
L(Nf) = L(N,C). 
NE simulates Nf. When N, would query B, N2 runs the B and B acceptors on the 
query string to determine the oracle answer. Thus we can replace the oracle for B 
by an oracle for C. This technique is used implicitly in the sparse oracle results 
mentioned above. 
THEOREM 3.1. If there exists a sparse set SE NP such that co-NP s NPS, then 
PH c ps*TCO(iog n)l 
Proof Suppose SAT E NPS, where S is sparse. We will show NPSAT E 
Ps*r[O(iog m)l; this implies PH E PS*TCO(log n)l. 
Let L = L(NvT) be any language in NPSAT. The essence of our proof is that a 
PNPCOuog “I machine can use O(log n) queries to compute the census function of S, 
and this census value can be used to generate an NP machine that accepts an initial 
segment of L. The PNPCQ(‘ogn)l machine can then tell if a given string is in L by 
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making one more query to determine if the generated NP machine accepts the 
string. 
First, the PsArCo(l~ n)l machine uses the oracle replacement technique to 
construct an NPS machine N, such that L = (Nf). N, is just N, with its SAT oracle 
“replaced” by an NP acceptor for SAT and an NPS acceptor for SAT. 
Then using oracle replacement again, a PSATCo(‘ogn)l machine can generate an 
NP machine, N,, that accepts an input x if and only if x E L(N”). N;(x) only asks 
queries whose lengths are bounded by a polynomial in the length of X. The 
PSATCo”og ‘)I machine will produce an NP machine N,,, described below, which 
accepts strings in S up to the length of the queries made by N?(x). Since SE NP, 
there exists a fixed NP machine, NY_, that accepts S. Then using N,, and Nyes to 
“replace” the S oracle, the PSATCo~‘ogn)7 machine can convert NY into the desired 
NP machine, N2, such that 
N,(x) accepts o NY(x) accepts. 
The PSATr”(‘oE’i)7 machine can tell if N2(x) accepts with one query. 
N,, is the NP machine that accepts the pseudo-complement of S (the pseudo- 
complement was an important concept used by Mahaney in [ 191). On input 
(O’, 1 ‘, x), N,, guesses i strings of length at most j, verifies that the strings are in S, 
and accepts if x is not one of the guessed strings. If / x ( <,j, and i = Census,Y(,i), then 
N,, accepts (O’, 1 j, x) if and only if x E S. 
Hence the PSATro(‘ogn)l machine need only compute a polynomial bound on the 
length of the queries N:(x) can make, call that number m, and then compute 
Census,(m) to be able to use N,, as desired. Census,(m) can be computed by a 
binary search using O(log ( x 1) queries. These queries take the form 
does NCCnSUS( l”, 0“) accept?, 
where NCenSUS on input (l”, 0“) guesses k strings of length at most m and accepts 
if they are all in S. Thus NcenSuS accepts if and only if Census,(m) 2 k. The binary 
search ranges over 0 6 k <p(m), where p( .) is a polynomial that bounds 
Census,. 1 
The following corollary sharpens Mahaney’s result and reasserts the distinction 
between sparse oracles inside NP and oracles outside NP that was blurred by 
Long’s result. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If there exists a sparse d T-complete set for NP, then 
PH c pSATlO(b n)l 
Observe that this proof relativizes easily. For any oracle B, if NPB contains a 
sparse set S such that co-NPB& [NPEIS, then PHB~ [Pe]NPaCo(‘ogn)l. Here 
[NPB-JS ef NPB@s, and [pB]NPBCO(bdl is the class of languages accepted by 
machines that make polynomially many queries to B and O(log n) queries to a 
language in NPB. 
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Another aspect of this proof is that it ties the depth of the collapse directly to the 
density of the sparse oracle. The sparser the oracle is, the further down the PH falls. 
For instance, if S contains at most log n strings of length n, then PH c PNPCo(log’ogn)l. 
Using O(log n) queries to compute how many of something and then passing 
that number to an NP machine in one final query is an important technique that 
finds its way into almost every aspect of the study of PNPCo(‘ogn)l. In particular, 
Hemachandra used it to prove that PNPCo@‘gn)l contains PNP”, the class of 
languages recognizable by deterministic polynomial time machines that make (poly- 
nomially many) parallel queries to an NP oracle [9]. 
This technique also yields easy proofs that P NP[o(‘ogn)l has many other natural 
characterizations. Let TT[NP] be the languages polynomial time truth-table 
reducible to NP, where the truth-tables are expressed as Boolean circuits. This type 
of truth-table reducibility is equivalent to polynomial time Turing reducibility 
where the queries must be made in parallel [17]. Therefore TT[NP] = PNPt. 
A restricted truth-table reducibility is Boolean formula reducibility: Bf[NP] is 
the class of languages polynomial time truth-table reducible to NP, where the 
truth-tables are expressed as Boolean formulas [ZS]. It is not hard to prove that 
PNPro(“‘g “)I c Bf[NP] s TT[NP] = PNp”. 
(The only inclusion that is not trivial is the first one; it follows from the fact that 
query trees can be encoded as Boolean formulas. See Lemma 5.1 for an example 
encoding.) Hemachandra’s result then implies the equality of all these classes. Buss 
and Hay [4] and Wagner [26] give direct proofs that Bf[NP] = TT[NP]. Related 
results are proved by Beige1 [l]. The binary search technique can also be used to 
show that PNP[o(‘og”)l equals the class of languages deterministic log-space Turing 
reducible to SAT, a result due to Wagner [26] (he proves a variety of other 
equivalences in this paper). 
Returning our attention to Corollary 3.2, it seems that the value of the census 
function is precisely the information that a PSAT machine needs to recognize NPSAT 
languages. We use this idea in the proof of our next result. We show that there exist 
relativized worlds where NP has sparse < y -complete sets, but the PH collapses no 
further than PNPCo(‘ogn)l. Th ere ore our previous result is in some sense optimal. f 
THEOREM 3.3. For any function f(n) that is o(log n), there exists a set B for 
which NPB has a sparse < T-complete set and 
Proof: The basic idea is to make sure that there is a sparse set in NPB whose 
census function cannot be computed with onlyf(n) queries. We will actually prove 
a slightly stronger claim. We will construct B by diagonalizing over [PB]NPBC’ognl 
machines to show 
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Then since exactly log n queries is not enough to recognize all the languages in 
[p~]NPBIWw~)l , f(n) is also not enough. 
B will be of the form QBF @A, where A will be sparse. QBF, the set of 
quantified Boolean formulas, is well known to be < L-complete for PSPACE [23]. 
Consider 
Prefix(A) is in NPQBFeA and is sparse if A is sparse. We will show that Pretix( A ) 
is < T-complete for NQBF @ ‘. 
Suppose we are given some NPQBFBA machine and an input string x. Using an 
oracle for Prefix(A), a deterministic polynomial time machine can enumerate the 
strings in A up to the length of the queries the NP machine can make. Given the 
list of strings, x, and the NP machine, a PSPACE machine can determine if the NP 
machine accepts x when using oracle QBF @ A. Thus a polynomial time machine 
can tell if the NP machine accepts x with one query to QBF. Therefore as long as 
A is sparse, Prefix(A) will be G F-complete for NPQBFo A ; that is, 
So by Theorem 3. I, 
PHQBF@’ c [P QBFc3.4 NP~eF~AIO(logrr)l 1 
The rest of the proof involves showing how to define A so that it is sparse and 
yet 
CPQBFBA NP 1 QeF@AIO(logn)] & [pQe~oa]NPOBFma[loanl, 
For notational convenience, we will write B for QBF @A. 
A will be such that Vn, Census,(n) < n3. Let 
L odd 2’ { 1” 1 Census,(n) is odd ). 
~~~~ E: [ pB ]NP%‘(b 4, since Census,4(n) can be computed with O(log n) queries to 
NPB on input 1”. 
We will diagonalize over all [Pe]NPBC’ognl machines to prevent Lodd from being 
in [pB]NPBClognl. 
A will be constructed in stages. At stage i, we will put strings into A to thwart 
Mi, the ith [PB]NPBC’ognl machine. A will consist of all the strings put into A 
during any stage. 
Stage i. Let g(n) be a polynomial bound on the running time of Mi. We will pick 
an integer ni and make l”< a witness that 
L(M;@NPB[lOgn’) # Lo&$. 
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The ni we pick must be big enough such that: 
1. None of the previous diagonalization steps dealt with strings of length nj 
(so no diagonalization steps interfere with each other). 
2. 2”l> nt + ni g(n,) + nfg(n,) (so there are lots of potential strings of length 
ni to put into A). 
We will run Mi(lnZ) and force it to accept or reject and make CensusA even 
or odd to force L(M~@Npsc’ognl) # Lodd. In a nutshell, our method will be to see 
what Mi(lnl) does with the strings already put into A. If it accepts and I)AG”‘]) is 
even or it rejects and I( A ’ nJ I/ is odd, then lnZ is our witness, and we are done with 
Mi. Otherwise, we add a string of length nj to A and see what Mi( l”l) does relative 
to this new definition of A. If this new string in A does not change Mts acceptance 
behavior, then we are done because we have changed (1 A’“‘(/ from even to odd or 
vice versa. The strings added to A will be carefully chosen so that we can argue that 
the acceptance behavior of Mi( 1”l) will only be able to change (i.e., flip flop) nf 
times. Hence we can thwart Mi while keeping Census,(n) < n3. 
Mi( l”!) gets to make at most g(n,) queries to B and at most log n, queries to 
NP’. We assume without loss of generality that the queries to NPB are to the set 
u Np%f ((N,x,pad)(N’ IS an NP oracle machine, and NE(x) 
accepts in 1 x I + ( pad ( steps} 
which is <L-complete for NPB. 
Consider TM,, the query tree for Mi(l”l) generated as follows: 
1. For any query made directly to QBF, answer it correctly. 
2. For any query made directly to A, answer it “yes” if the string has already 
been put into A and “no” otherwise. 
3. For any query to UN,, try both possible answers. 
Since Mi can only make log n, queries to UNp, the number of splits along any 
path through T,,,, is at most log ni. Therefore the number of leaves is no more than 
ni, and the number of UNp queries in the tree is no more than ni log n,, which is 
less than nf. 
We will run through the tree several times adding strings of length n, to A and 
building another list of strings of length ni, A,. The strings in A, will not be in A 
and will never be put into A during later passes through the tree. Throughout the 
cycles, we will be sure to keep 
l/A =n,() <nf 
II AO II G ni dni) + nt dn;). 
Hence we will keep Census,(n) < n3, and at any time during the cycles, we will be 
able to find a string of length ni which is not in A, that we can add to A =nf. 
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As we go through the tree we will mark queries to UNP as “frozen” or “unfrozen.” 
A frozen query is one whose answer is “yes” with the current status of A and will 
remain “yes” for any extensions we will make to A. 
Start out with A =nl and A, empty. Mark all UNP queries as “unfrozen.” 
Initial pass. Run through the tree and add to A, any strings of length nj that 
were queried directly to A (to which we answered “no”). This will make those “no” 
answers correct. There are at most ni different paths through the tree and at most 
g(n,) queries to A on each path, so this adds only n,g(ni) strings to A,. 
Cycle step. Run through the tree and look at each query to UNp of the form 
(N,, -xi, pad.,), that has not been marked as “frozen.” Consider each computation 
path of Nf(x,) using correct answers for the queries to QBF and the strings already 
put into A to answer the queries to A. 
If there is no sequence of guesses that causes acceptance, then 
with our current status of A. At least until we change A, the answer to this UN,, 
query is “no.” 
If there is some sequence of guesses that causes acceptance, then 
<Ni, x,, pad,) E IJJNP, 
and the answer to the query is “yes” with our current status of A. We will mark 
(N,, x,, pad,) as “frozen” and “freeze” some accepting path so that any future 
changes to A will not change the answer to this query from “yes” to “no.” To freeze 
the accepting path, look at all the queries of length ni to A along the path. Take 
all the strings that are answered “no” (i.e., the ones that have not yet been put into 
A) and put them into A,. Since we never put a string in A, into A, we will never 
change the query answers along this path, so the answer to this UNP question will 
remain “yes.” M, must write down (N,, xj, pad,) in order to make the query, thus 
1 x, 1 + 1 pad, ( d g(n,). Then since N, accepts in 1 xi / + 1 pad, 1 steps, there can be at 
most g(n,) queries along any computation path. So to freeze the accepting path, we 
have to add at most g(n,) strings to A,,. 
Now look at the path through T,, with the queries answered correctly according 
to the current status of A. If this path ends with acceptance, and the number of 
strings in A Gng is even, then l”! is our witness, and we do not need to add any more 
strings to A =“I. Similarly, if this path is a rejecting path and I( Asnr (I is odd, then 
we are done. 
Otherwise, we have to change the number of strings in A Gn4 from even to odd or 
vice versa, so we pick a new string of length ni that is not in A,, and add it to A. 
Then go back and do the cycle step again. 
Since there are fewer than rrf U NP queries in the tree, nf is an upper bound on 
the number of nodes that can be frozen. Since freezing requires adding at most g(n,) 
strings to A,, the total number of strings added for freezing purposes is less than 
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n; g(n,). Therefore, including the strings added to A, during the initial pass, we 
have 
II ACl II Q no dni) + nf dnj). 
Similarly, the fact that there are fewer than nf UNp queries in the tree implies 
that we will succeed in forcing 1 n1 to be our witness in fewer than ~2 cycles. The 
following facts should make this clear: 
1. Each time we add a string to A =nZ, if the valid path through TM, does 
not change, then 1”’ is our witness because we will have changed the oddness or 
evenness of 11 A aI (1 .
2. Since we freeze “yes” answers to UNP, if the valid path changes when we 
add a string to A =‘l, it is because some U,, query answer is changed from “no” 
to “yes.” 
3. There are fewer than ~y UN,, q ueries in the tree, and hence fewer than 
nf UNp queries can be switched from “no” to “yes.” 
Since we make fewer than nf cycles, and we add one string to A=“’ on each cycle, 
11 A =*I [( d ny . Thus we know ni was chosen large enough that we can always find 
another string not in A, to add to A. 1 
Immerman and Mahaney have proven a similar optimality result for the Karp, 
Lipton, Sipser collapse. They showed that there exists a relativized world where NP 
has polynomial size circuits, which implies the PH E ,ZF n I7!, and yet 
NP # ZT [ 11). Wilson and Heller have independently taken this work a step 
further by exhibiting relativized worlds where NP has polynomial size circuits and 
yet dc # Zy [27, 71. Therefore a proof that the existence of a sparse oracle for NP 
collapses the PH down to A,’ would be a result that does not relativize. 
It would be interesting to see if similar relativizations can be achieved for Long’s 
result and Yap’s result. 
4. COMPLETE PROBLEMS 
We have shown that PNPCO(‘ogn)] captures the PH if there exists a sparse ,< ,‘- 
complete set for NP because it is the class that embodies the technique of binary 
search over polynomially many NP questions. We have also pointed out that this 
technique can be used to show that PNPCo(‘ogn)l h as many natural characteriza- 
tions. Since the solution size of many NP optimization problems is bounded by a 
polynomial in the size of the problem representation, this same technique puts 
many problems related to solution sizes into PNPCo(‘ogn)l. For example, UOCLI- 
QUE, the set of graphs with a unique maximum size clique, is in PNPCo(‘ogn)l. 
A host of other similar “unique optimum” languages are also easily seen to be in 
PNPCo(‘ogn)l, to name a few: 
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UOASAT (unique optimum assignment sat&liability) is the set of CNF 
formulas that have exactly one assignment that satisfies the maximum number of 
clauses, and all other assignments satisfy fewer clauses. 
UOBTSP(k) (unique optimum bounded traveling salesperson problem) is the 
set of undirected graphs G = (If, E) with edge costs no more than 11 Vllk + k such 
that there is a unique optimum Hamiltonian circuit through the graph. 
UOCOLORING (unique optimum graph coloring). 
UOVCOVER (unique optimum vertex cover). 
All these languages can be recognized by using O(log n) queries to NP to do a 
binary search to compute the optimum solution size and then making one more 
query to determine uniqueness. 
Papadimitriou and Zachos observed that languages of this type are in 
PNPrO(‘ogn’l, and they asked specifically if UOCLIQUE is d&-complete [22]. This 
question became more interesting when Papadimitriou proved UOTSP is 6 L-corn- 
plete for PNP [20]. Because of the possibility of huge edge costs, the cost of the 
maximum solution to a traveling salesperson problem can be exponential in the size 
of the problem representation. Thus a binary search to find the optimum solution 
cost can take polynomially many queries instead of logarithmically many queries. 
Krentel observed that the optimum solution size of all these problems is what is 
important and that the uniqueness question is just one way to force a language 
recognizer to compute the solution size [16]. He showed the following two 
problems d L-complete for PNPCO(‘ogn)l: 
SAT-MOD-k is the set of pairs (F, # “) such that F is a CNF formula, 
and the maximum number of simultaneously satisfiable clauses of F is equal to 
0 mod m. 
CLIQUE-MOD-k is the set of pairs (G, # ” ) such that G is an undirected 
graph whose maximum clique size is equal to 0 mod m. 
A nice special case of these problems is ODDSAT and ODDCLIQUE “is the 
optimum solution size odd?” Wagner showed ODDSAT and ODDCLIQUE are 
d L-complete for PNPCo(‘ogn)l (actually he proved that they are log-space many-one 
complete) [26]. He also characterizes other complete languages this way [25]. 
While these results show that the solution size is really the major necessary 
ingredient for completeness, the question of uniqueness is such a natural one that 
we pursue it further in this section. 
In trying to prove that UOCLIQUE or UOASAT is complete for PNPrO”“g,r)l. 
we found that the uniqueness condition causes difficulties, but by weakening the 
definition of uniqueness, we could prove completeness. 
DEFINITION. UOCSAT (unique optimum clause satistiability) is the set of CNF 
formulas with the property that all the assignments that satisfy the maximum 
number of clauses satisfy the same set of clauses. 
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The uniqueness condition in UOASAT, that one assignment satisfy more clauses 
than all the others, is stronger than the condition that all the best solutions satisfy 
the same clauses. 
THEOREM 4.1, UOCSAT is < z-complete for PSATCO(iog n)3. 
The proof is quite involved and can be found in [ 121. The basic idea is to reduce 
T ,Og, defined in Section 2, to UOCSAT by encoding query trees as CNF Boolean 
formulas. We start by taking each query qi in the tree and reducing it to two 
formulas qi,y and qi,n such that 
and 
q, E SAT o qi, y E UOCSAT 
qi .$ SAT o q;,n E UOCSAT. 
Next, each accepting path pj in the tree is encoded as a formula FpI. Fp/ is basically 
the ANDing together of qi,y’s and qi,n’s that represent the queries and answers on 
path pi. Thus FpI E UOCSAT if and only if pi is the valid path. Finally we show that 
the Fp/‘s can be combined into a single CNF formula that will be in UOCSAT if 
and only if the original query tree has a valid accepting path. 
The major difficulty in adapting this proof for UOASAT is that, while it is not 
hard to reduce SAT to UOASAT, it is not clear how to reduce SAT to UOASAT. 
UOASAT is very similar to USAT, the set of Boolean formulas that have exactly one 
satisfying assignment. USAT also has the property that SAT can easily be reduced 
to it, but it is not clear how to reduce SAT. Blass and Gurevich have shown that 
SAT < z USAT if and only if USAT is 6 L -complete for DP (see [21] for a defini- 
tion of DP). Furthermore, they have proven that DP can be relativized so that the 
relativized versions of USAT can be made complete or incomplete for DP [3]. This 
indicates that resolving whether or not USAT is 6 L-complete for DP is probably 
going to be very difficult. Since UOASAT and USAT are so similar, we believe that 
resolving whether or not UOASAT is < z-complete for PNPCouognJ1 is also going 
to be very difficult. An interesting open problem is whether we can prove the same 
type of relativization result for UOASAT and PNPCuuogn)l. 
Returning to the clique problem, we can also relax the uniqueness condition here 
to achieve completeness. 
DEFINITION. UOGCLIQUE (unique optimum grouped clique) is the set of 
undirected graphs whose vertices are partitioned into groups, with no edges 
between vertices in the same group, with the property that all the maximum cliques 
contain vertices from the same set of groups. 
THEOREM 4.2. UOGCLIQUE is < $-complete for PNP[O(‘ogn)]. 
Proof: The standard reduction from SAT to Clique in [lo] reduces UOCSAT 
to UOGCLIQUE. 1 
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The standard reduction also reduces UOASAT to UOCLIQUE, and so a proof 
that UOASAT is complete would also imply that UOCLIQUE is complete. 
5. MANY-ONE VERSUS Pc-cO(‘Og ‘)I 
Understanding the relative power of the various polynomial time reducibilities is 
an important goal of complexity theory. The central questions in the field can 
usually be phrased in terms of reducibilities. For instance, NP # co-NP o 3L such 
that L d F SAT and L Q 2 SAT. Hence a complete characterization of the sets C for 
which < E-reductions to C have the same power as <T-reductions to C could be 
very useful. 
In this section we consider 6 L and < &O(,Og ,,), . We observe that for sets C that 
have natural combining functions, m - 1 [C] = P (‘cO(‘Og n’l. This observation leads 
to a surprising relationship between DP and PSATro(‘ogn’l. 
A set has natural combining functions if there are polynomial time functions for 
combining membership questions about the set. 
DEFINITION. A set C has an AND function if there exists a polynomial time 
“any-ary” function AND,( ) such that Vn, Vx, , . . . . xnr 
X,ECA ... AX,EC~AND~(X ,,..., x,,)EC. 
Observe that a set C has an AND function if and only if m - 1 [C] is closed 
under polynomial time conjunctive reducibility (conjunctive and disjunctive 
reducibilities are defined in [ 171). 
DEFINITION. A set C has an OR function if there exists a polynomial time 
“any-ary” function OR,( ) such that Vn, Vx,, . . . . x,, 
X,EC v ... v x,EC-=-ORc(x,, . . . . xJEC. 
A set C has an OR function if and only if m - 1 [C] is closed under polynomial 
time disjunctive reducibility. 
DEFINITION. A set C has a NOT function if there exists a polynomial time 
function NOT,-( ) such that x 4 Co NOT.(x) E C. 
That is, C has a NOT function if and only if C B E c. In other words, C has a 
NOT function if and only if m - 1 [C] is closed under complementation. 
Note that by De Morgan’s laws, any set that has AND (OR) and NOT functions 
also has an OR (AND) function. 
It is easy to see that SAT has AND and OR functions. Another easy observation 
is that if two sets are d L-reducible to each other and the first set has an AND 
(OR) function, then the second set has an AND (OR) function too. Therefore all 
571,‘39.3-4 
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the NP-complete sets have AND and OR functions. In other words, NP is closed 
under conjunctive and disjunctive reducibilities. 
The next lemma states that for sets that have all three logical combining 
functions, < &oClog nj, is no more powerful than d E (this lemma was incorrectly 
stated in the preliminary version of this paper that appeared in [13]). 
LEMMA 5.1. For all sets C, if C has AND, OR, and NOT functions, then 
m _ 1 [C] = pccmg XII. 
ProoJ Using C’s AND, OR, and NOT functions, a query tree can be reduced 
to a single string that is in C if and only if the valid path of the tree is accepting. 
For each accepting path pi in the tree, let 
Xj ‘%? AND(x,, . . . . x,, NOT(y,), . . . . NOT(y,)), 
where x,, . . . . x, are the queries answered “yes” on the path, and y,, . . . . y, are the 
queries answered “no.” Xi E Cop, is the valid path of the tree (relative to C). 
Therefore, OR(X,, .,., A’,) E C-one of the accepting paths p,, . . ..pk is valid. 1 
With this lemma we can show that if DP is closed under complementation, then 
PSATto(‘ogn)l collapses to D ‘. Recall the canonical ,< L-complete language for DP is 
SATUNSAT [21], 
SATUNSAT Ef ((x, y)I x E SAT and y E SAT}. 
We will show that if DP is closed under complementation, then SATUNSAT has 
AND, OR, and NOT functions. The existence of these functions will cause 
pSA=COWn)l=DP 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf DP = CO-DP, then PSATCouog ‘)I G DP. 
Proof: First observe that, without any assumptions, SATUNSAT has an AND 
function: 
AND((x,v ~11, ...v (X/c, Yk)) ” (A Xi, T) Yi). 
i=l i= 1 
If DP = co-DP, then SATUNSAT also has a NOT function. So by De Morgan’s 
laws, SATUNSAT has an OR function. Therefore by Lemma 5.1, 
Then since DP = m - 1 [SATUNSAT], and P SATUNSAT[O(loSn)] = pSAT[O(logn)J 3 
,,P= pSA=[O(k? n)l . I 
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COROLLARY 5.3. ZfP SAWl=pSAWI, then pSAT[ll=pSATCO(lol:~~)l~ 
Proof. psATC1l~DP~pSAT[*I. Therefore if pSATC1] = pSAT[2], then pSArr'& 
DP which implies DP = CO-DP. 1 
DP and co-DP make up the second level of the Boolean hierarchy (BH) [S]. 
PSATC” and PsATCZ1 respectively make up the first and second levels of the quer) 
hierarchy (QH) [14]. The BH and QH intertwine to form a rich structure within 
PsATro(‘osn)l. It has been shown in [14] that if the BH or QH collapses, then the 
PH collapses to its third level. The results of this section tell us that if the QH and 
BH collapse at their bottom levels, then we also see a collapse just above these 
hierarchies within PNP. 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 does not seem to generalize to higher levels of the BH. 
Chang has pointed out that the existence of an AND or an OR function for 
complete languages at higher levels of the BH is enough by itself to collapse the BH 
and pSATCO(hnll [6], 
6. CONCLUSION 
There is now strong evidence that P NPCO(iogn)l is an important class whose struc- 
ture is related to the structure of DP, PNP, and NP itself. We have shown that 
PNPCo(‘ogn)l is closely tied to the question of the existence of sparse < F-complete 
sets for NP. It is a natural breaking point since the existence of such a set collapses 
the PH to PNPCO(‘ogn)l, but techniques that relativize will not prove any deeper 
collapse. PNPCo(log ~7)’ contains many natural languages and has natural complete 
languages. It is a surprisingly robust class with a wide variety of different yet equiv- 
alent definitions. Finally, it is interesting to note that the technique of using the NP 
oracle and binary search to compute census functions is a common thread 
throughout all these results. 
One issue for further research is resolving whether UOCLIQUE and similar 
languages are < L-complete for PNPrO(‘og “)I. 
Another question to explore is what the collapse of PSAT to PSATCO(‘ogn)l would 
imply. It seems that such a collapse would say something about the relationship 
between deterministic polynomial time machines and NP. Hemachandra has 
proven some interesting results along these lines in [S]. 
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